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Our Mission

Big	Elephant's	mission	and	reason	for	being	is	to	improve	the		
quality	of	life	of	people	with	disability	who	need	specialised	and		
complex	support	as	well	as	to	enhance	that	of	their families.



Our	main objectives
‒ to	defend	and	promote	the	rights	of	people	with	disability	who	need	

specialised	and		complex	support	and	their families

‒ to	promote	and	encourage	social inclusion

‒ to	promote	better	accessibility	in society

‒ to	inform,	educate	and	raise	awareness	in	society	about	disability	and
diversity

‒ to	promote	tolerance	in	a	diverse society



ACADEMY	CAMPUS CPISRA



Specific	Objectives
Campus Academy

Based on the theory that the World Health 
Organization considers as the triangle of 
balance for a healthy person, our objectives are 
aimed at the development of three fundamental 
aspects for integral development:

• Physical	- Sports • Psychological • Social



Physical		Sports:

‒ Strive for social, psychological and physical balance. Improve through sport 
your physical condition and your basic motor skills.

‒ Improve technical, tactical and strategic aspects of sport. 

‒ To increase knowledge related to sport, its regulations, and fundamental 
theoretical aspects. Use the game as a means to develop the above 
objectives. 

‒ Learn different roles within the different activities and more specifically in                                             
the sport that works on the academic campus.

‒ Learn the basic rules of cooperative and individual sports that are going                                                    
to work. Provide the student with sports experiences in direct contact                                                  
with nature.



Psychological:

‒ To increase the students' self-esteem through the continuous improvement 
of their physical abilities, starting from the individual levels of each student. 

‒ Provide the student with the value of autonomy for basic personal activities. 
Carry out self-learning by encouraging self-criticism and personal effort. 

‒ Channeling energy through healthy and cooperative sport. To promote 
healthy habits of hygiene and food to achieve a balance of each individual. 

‒ Acquire habits of independence and creation of skills appropriate to their 
age and in accordance with their maturity. 

‒ Provide a responsibility in students in relation to food, valuing them as                   
a source of energy necessary for good and effective sports practice.



Social:

‒ To reinforce cooperative work in all sports activities and disciplines.

‒ Integrate the students with certain roles within each sport.

‒ To make the students feel the importance of their person within the 
group, as an active part for the common improvement. To improve in 
the students the social relations typical of long-term coexistence.



Methodology
The BIG ELEPHANT Foundation, together with the FEDPC, focuses all its work from the
perspective of the integral training of the athlete. Based on this principle and the consistency
provided by a top-level technical team, an educational-sports project has been designed to
meet these objectives.

Our mission is to create athletes but also to form people, in a pleasant environment, of fun and
respect, educating in values through sport. For this we design our training and leisure sessions
for this purpose, with a character that rewards the participation and enjoyment of each moment
as a way for optimal learning.

Our methodology in all activities that are part of the academic Campus is based on educational
aspects of innovation. These aspects not only include the active practice of sports, but all
aspects that we must work to make the athlete a balanced person. Healthy nutrition, transfer of
other sports, cooperative work, individual effort are influential aspects in the life of an athlete
who for our way of working we consider fundamental for a good development of the person.

Likewise, that the athlete is a balanced person in their education, in their behaviors for the
community, respect for colleagues and coaches make this campus an ideal place to
complement their training



Coaches	- Educators - Sports
For this development we have coaches-educators - elite athletes, experts in sports training and 
education in values through sport, a good part of them.

Members of the technical team of the FEDPC (SPANISH FEDERATION OF DETERGENTS FOR 
PERSONS WITH CEREBRAL PARALYSIS AND Acquired brain damage). 

Staff with extensive training that offers first-class quality based on their knowledge and experience. 

This aspect gives this project an optimum professional level, which guarantees the achievement of 
its objectives in each and every one of the aspects. 

In this new form of campus as an initial test we will have the international champion RICHARD 
ORIBE.




